The Artist's Choice

VEGA BANJOS

If there is one enterprise that requires sterling equipment it is the study of music. To make a success of it a student must be fully prepared and should know before he begins that he must have an instrument that will encourage him to higher ideals; an instrument that will create the desire to continue.

The Style "N" Special Vega Banjo with its scintillating beauty, rich and superb tone, and the inherent worth, has that irresistible power of encouragement for every student or beginner. The tonal quality is rich and clear, the design is flashy and artistic, and the construction is Vega Quality—durable, of choice materials, accurate, and by master craftsmanship.

"N" Special $60
"Little Wonder" $75
"Whyte Laydie" $100

The VEGA Co.
157 Columbus Ave.
BOSTON, MASS.

MELODY
For Photoplay Organists and Pianists
and all Music Lovers

In this Issue

- Certain aspects of our musical development are presented, and discussed editorially, which have an important bearing on musical programs of the future, including those of the photoplay musicians.

And, of course, all the regular features.

DR. HUGO REISENFELD

APRIL 1928
Published by
WALTER JACOBS, INC.
BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
Chicago? Certainly!

The rumors of bold bandits bravely prying on pedestrians’ purses cannot stop us.

Not can the fact that our pet top coat was made in England!

We’re going. Our room is waiting. You’ll find us in Number 516, Stevens Hotel, with the door always open. And we are looking forward to a right interesting time visiting with all our friends and business acquaintances.

More than that. We are counting on meeting every man and woman that is interested in a present or potential band in their school.

And we are not coming empty handed. Many a supervisor has already received a set of our School Music Booklets. If you are one of that number you know what a real help and inspiration those booklets really are.

If you have not seen them—have yet to receive your copies—then that is just one more pleasure to look forward to on your Chicago trip. (For the unfortunate who simply must stay at home, there is a special word in the lower left hand corner.)

You’ll be mighty welcome in room 516. And you can be sure that there will be no “high-pressure” selling talk. For we are going to Chicago to meet folks and make friends—not to sell. Remember the room number—it is five one six!

"KING"

Band Instruments and Saxophones

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
5205 Superior Ave. CLEVELAND, OHIO

DITSON
School and Community Band Series

Prepared by
OSBOURNE MCGONAGHL, the Nationally Known Educator
RUSSELL V. MORGAN, Directing Supervisor of Music, Cleveland Public Schools
HARRY F. CLARKE, Supervisor of Bands, Cleveland Public Schools

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
With charts, for the following instruments: Bb Piccolo, C Flute and oboe, Bb Clarinet, Bb Cornet, Bb Saxophones (Soprano and Tenor), C Tenor (Melody) Saxophones, Eb Saxophones (Alto and Baritone), Bassoon, Cornet and Bb Baritone, Eb Horns (Alto), Euphonium, Trombones, Eb and Bb Basses, Tympani and Drums.

Regular Price, paper, 75 cents each
Advance Price 50 cents each

LEADER’S BOOK
For the Educational Books, with the Leader’s part for all the exercises, list, full scores for all selections, and complete directions for organizing and directing school and community bands.

Regular Price, paper, $1.50
Advance Price, $1.00

A sample book will be sent with our compliments (as soon as off the press) to every supervisor or band instructor who asks for it. A postal card will do. (No free books after April 30)

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, BOSTON
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORK

TRY YOUR MUSIC STORE FIRST
Here is Something New!

For any combination of instruments—string quartets; woodwind, brass or mixed quartets; orchestras, bands; for soloists, duets, trios—in fact any ensemble, no matter what instrument or combination (piano, drums and tympani ad lib.)

Three classes of music—hymns, folk songs, instrumental pieces. Hyms and songs in singing keys. Each book contains all four parts—soprano, alto, tenor, bass. Many uses for this series; nothing we have ever published has been received with greater enthusiasm. In ordering, simply list the instruments in the combination for which you wish parts, remitting 75 cents for each instrument (piano part $1.00).

Ask for these booklets

The Willis Repertoire, although a separate unit, is an important link of the Willis trio book series in instrumental music, having been planned by the authors to follow the Willis Trio, considered the finest in the world by leading authorities in the field. Volumes 1 and 2 are being published at the present time, and the final volume is being planned at this writing.

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.
122 West Fourth St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Wainwright Band and Orchestra Camp
OLIVER LAKE, LA GRANGE, INDIANA
ESTABLISHED 1926

Camp Opens
June 24
Closes
August 19
The Cost:
$100
for Eight Weeks

Five hours rehearsal each day
Supervised athletic and water sports of every kind;
an exceptionally fine bathing beach—absolutely safe; expert swimming instructors
Buildings are new, modern and sanitary in every respect
Good cooks and plenty of wholesome food
You can attend The Wainwright Camp eight weeks for only $100.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Address all communications to: WAINWRIGHT CONSERVATORY, Box 75, Fostoria, Ohio

Are these imps cheating you?

The thrill of playing—personally producing music; the cordial favor of appealing friends; the glory of the knowledge; how you have longed for these things.

How often you've been tempted—at least to send the coupon for the further information it will bring. But shut—it you've turned the page, because-

On your shoulders sit two little whispering imps. Says one, "Don't be silly. You have no music in you. Music is for a certain few who have natural talent. Don't waste your time."

And the other little imp: "Be your age, Max! Learning to play is a long, tedious, expensive process, and there is always a chance of total failure. You can't afford that luxury. You can't spare the time. Besides, people will laugh at you—think you foolish and sentimental. Don't do it."

So these are the lies that are cheating you. Don't listen. Obey your natural impulse. You can learn to play a Buescher quickly—easily. And it will open before you new worlds of pleasure beyond your fondest dreams.

But how can you be really sure that you can learn to play? Will you be made to play; Can you hum a tune? Could you hum out "Home, Sweet Home" with one finger, at the piano?

Then you can learn to play a Buescher. But only with the simplified fingering of the Buescher Saxophone is rapid progress assured. You don't have to favor and fuss for certain notes. You just open or close the key and blow normally. It is almost as easy as the "one finger" alto at the piano, but oh! how beautiful.

A small deposit puts any Buescher Instrument in your hands for six days' trial. Then, when you've tested your skill and you see how simple it is to make beautiful music, you pay a little each month. Easy to Play, Easy to Pay.

Our beautiful book, "The Story of the Saxophone," tells more of this new world of pleasure, and gives further proof that you can learn to play. It is mailed free to anyone interested in purchasing a Saxophone. No obligation. Send that "Pleasure Coupon" now.

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
2560 Buescher Bldg.
c/o Elkhart, Indiana
**The Chelsea System of Instrumental Music Instruction for School Classes**

Arranged by
A. E. CLEARY, Director of Music
Chelsea Public Schools

**CONTENTS FOR APRIL**

- [Melody for April, 1928](#)
- [The Jacobs Music Magazine Read Melody Jacobs' Orchestra Monthly](#)
- [Schools of Instrumental Music Instruction](#)
- [Choral Sounding Board](#)
- [What Shall the Instrument Be?](#)
- [Ten Sample Lessons](#)

**MELODY FOR APRIL, 1928**

*Waltz Tune (Versus)*

**WHAT SHALL THE INSTRUMENT BE?**

**TEN SAMPLE LESSONS**

Any instrument or instruments — complete, full size with cover

**COMING ARTICLES**

- [What Shall the Instrument Be?](#)
- [Schools of Instrumental Music Instruction](#)
- [Choral Sounding Board](#)
- [Ten Sample Lessons](#)

**THE PAN-AMERICAN INSTRUMENT & CASE CO.**

Elkhart, Indiana
Melody for April, 1929

On Victor Records
Fine records of Rudy Wiedoeft's new records include four numbers, played on the Rudy Wiedoeft Model Holton Saxophones—ills recorded in a single day without rejection—a feat never before accomplished in all Rudy's many years as a record artist.

On The Stage and In Stores
Rudy's first stage appearance with the Rudy Wiedoeft Model Holton Saxophone was made in the very largest motion picture palace during January and February—a tour of such length that large chunks like Loon & Hero arranged free demonstration records for their customers.

On The Radio
Rudy's concert date and local broadcasts is the most surprising he has ever done—everywhere his programs bring hundreds of letters of admiration and expressions for his music. Here is a look at the Wiedoeft Model Holton Saxophone.

You hear a more beautiful Saxophone
Tone than ever!

The New Holton
Rudy WIEDEOEFT Model
SAXOPHONES

Why All This Horn Tooting?

AMERICA is in a fair way of finding itself musically. It has been... made by many, not only skilled, but by amateurs as well, so that, even in the days of our civilization, and before the turn of the century, the orchestra was not only a man's talk, but a mighty tool in the making of the music of the future. It is here that the value of instrumental music in the schools is paramount. These children are to be, in a word, as important a part of the orchestra in the making of the future as the一听 are important parts of the orchestra in the making of the future.

The Cause
This is not a matter of the School Band and Orchestra Movement, probably the most important contribution to the musical welfare of the country ever made. The primary purpose of an orchestra, in the hands of able leaders, is to develop a greater variety of orchestral music. It is not enough to have only one kind of music, but it is at least one kind of music. The orchestral music is at least one kind of music.

Other improvements include Direct Action Bb, Forked Fingering, Master Keys, Silver Branded Sockets, Pneuma Pads. Write for 10 Day Loan Application Blank.

FRANK HOLTON & CO.
19th Church Street
Eau Claire, Wisconsin

An Accidental Consequent
Possibility enough, traveling daily on the streets of the school band and orchestra movement has come a renewed interest in community bands, for which some time period—let us say a month or two—has been far from prospering. Whether this is due to a realization of the fact that the community band has a charm of its own, or because of advertising in the local newspaper, or to the fact that this is something new to the community, it is something that we do not feel competent to write. Whether the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, is something that we do not feel competent to write. Whether the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, is something that we do not feel competent to write. Whether the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, is something that we do not feel competent to write. Whether the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, or the cause of the music, is something that we do not feel competent to write.
Vocational Opportunities in Band Music

By PATRICK CONWAY

The commercial element, as well as the personal sense of joy which everyone feels at the approximate recognition of his art, has been brought to my attention rather forcibly through my work in assisting the boys from the Conan- way School to secure positions after graduation. I might better say, it has been forced on my attention through assisting the various branches of music to establish the fact that every boy who has now his own municipal band and symphony orchestra, both of which call for fine instrumentalists. Some factories now support their own band and band leader, and the demand for music has even reached the jails. 

A wander in one of the large reformatory institutions in New York State recently made the statement that when it was possible for him to have his men do their calisthenics to music instead of the old manner of counting, an atmosphere was created which made his work very much easier.

Kern competition has brought another word in current use which may be said to dominate every profession and business. This word is efficiency. The inefficient people are the people who create no profession, making impossible their own success and hindering the success of others. We often hear the remark, a certain field is overcrowded. This is a sure sign that there are too many inefficient people in that field. There is too large a class who keep their "lids on the gristmill" during the same day after day in exactly the same way and refusing to be progressive, or to come to the present-day conditions.

Any number of efficient people can be placed in any field and there will still be a demand for more, because they themselves will create it. If one school has a good band every other school in that vicinity will want a good band, and will also want a good band director, while one poor band, with an inefficient director will kill the opportunity for growth in that particular locality, as far as band music is concerned.

It is, in my opinion, a great mistake for students to attempt to "book" the musical profession without sufficient and proper training. A student is an orchestra in a moving picture theatre needs as a means of training as a teacher in a school of music. The boy is going to be successful and earn a decent living. For that reason I insist upon a thorough musical training before a diploma is granted any student in my school—a knowledge of all bands instruments, the administration and training of a band of composers, and a thorough acquaintance, not only with band literature, but also of all other musical forms. We are particularly fortunate in being affiliated with the Irhacs Conservatory of Music in New York, which is not only the opportunity of securing the technical training offered by this conservatory, but because of the fact that it is conducted under the supervision of the University of the State of New York, they are able to obtain a course leading to a B. Mus. degree. I speak of this because I believe it is largely responsible for the success of the boys who have come out from my school. Someone has said the present world is "degree mad," and one engaged in this work would almost think so. This, however, is merely a sign of progress, and the demand for efficiency in every other field has permeated the musical profession also.

Efficiency Counts

That the students themselves feel this, is illustrated by the following incident, which is not an uncommon one in my experience. A boy dropped out of one of the best-known band stands to play in a prominent New York theatre. The salary was to start at two hundred dollars a week. This boy was studying for a degree. He considered the opportunity and decided if he should take this position, which seemed most attractive, he could look forward to being just a fairly good orchestra player all his life. On the other hand, if he remained in school he was determined to go out into the field with a Bachelor of Music degree, and a working knowledge which would give him a chance to attain the highest place in his profession. His efficiency would be his confidence, and therefore his chances for success would be much greater. The result was that he is still at school, and will graduate with honors in June, whereas his ex-comrade is still at the base.

As to the specific opportunities available to the band student, each day would seem to present something new. My attention has been focused mainly upon the progress of the various college and universities, and the positions held at present by three, including director of band in various colleges and universities, director of bands in public schools in many states; members of traveling dance orchestras here and abroad; two are at present members of Susan's band; a number play in the Concert Band every season, while others are engaged in radio and theatre orchestras.

In view of these facts, I feel it wise to make the assertion that the vocational opportunities in the field of band music are greater than any other field and that they are increasing daily.

The player fortunate enough to go to the National High School Orchestra Camp at Interlachen next summer will have an experience he can never forget. He will live in one of the wonders of nature and will also live in a wonderland of music, of which he will be a part and which he will help call into being. For a number of hours each day he will play in one of the finest musical organizations ever brought together. For these young people can play. How they play is to be a profession, and we can imagine how they play if the profession really is to be made.

This year the activities at Interlachen will be the equivalent of a semester's work in some college or university. Columbus University will give the credits and these can be transferred to any other school the pupil wishes to attend on his return from the camp.

INTERLACHEN, MICHIGAN

WILLIAM J. MARSH

Director of Music in the Minneapolis Schools

The Bowl at Interlachen Where Concerts Will Be Given and Ceremonies Held

The player fortunate enough to go to the National High School Orchestra Camp at Interlachen next summer will have an experience he can never forget. He will live in one of the wonders of nature and will also live in a wonderland of music, of which he will be a part and which he will help call into being. For a number of hours each day he will play in one of the finest musical organizations ever brought together. For these young people can play. How they play is to be a profession, and we can imagine how they play if the profession really is to be made.

This year the activities at Interlachen will be the equivalent of a semester's work in some college or university. Columbus University will give the credits and these can be transferred to any other school the pupil wishes to attend on his return from the camp.

When the camp breaks up at the end of the season, these players will be advised to return home and go to their nearest university, college or school of music and finish a course in music supervision,—the course they have so well started at camp. Think what this will mean for the schools and colleges! They will secure as students the best talent the country affords.

They have had eight weeks' experience playing in an organization that cannot be duplicated anywhere. Their ideal is high, and this ideal they will carry to their work in the schools.

Think what it will mean to the school music of America when teachers with such a start begin to take their places in the schools. Its influence cannot be measured.

But, it will not be all music. These young people are full as well as musicians. There will be regular camp life, lots of it, in addition to the music. Swimming, boating, hiking, games, everything. All those students under the best supervision and training. Fine athletic fields are taking shape up there in Traverse County between the two lakes that bound the camp ground. Friends and relatives can come and camp in the State Forest that borders the camp on the south. All this time a wonderful happening will be having over the members of this camp. Representatives of two great music foundations have promised to be present and award scholarships to those who are worthy of them, and the talent they will receive from the socials will be just at the right age and stage of development to bring into the hands of the great artists under the finest teachers these foundations can muster.

The camp council. These members, cannot return. But they take with them as inspiration that will last the rest of their lives. These of the first summer will also have the satisfaction of knowing that they helped to establish the camp, their scholarships helped build it.

Next summer another group will come and go. And it is the hope of those founding the camp that one fine day a Ceresota with an imagination will endow this camp so that they can say to the young talent of the country, "Come to Interlachen, boys."
This and That

Words are like mushrooms: the same roots spread beneath them, and the same winds blow on them. They have the same life, and they die the same way.

Concerning National Music Work

This extremely active and inspiring organization has popularized songs of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and has successfully conducted concerts and workshops across the nation. The organization's dedication to the preservation and promotion of American music is unparalleled.

The Mercury Is At Again

Mr. J. S. Barlow is a distinguished composer and music educator. He has composed several works for chamber orchestra, including one that has been performed internationally. His music is characterized by a unique melodic style and a profound emotional depth.

The Case of the School Music -- A Symposium

A number of leading educators and authorities in the field express themselves freely on certain aspects of the subject - what it means, what it is doing for our society, and what its future may hold.

The Future of Music in America

In this fast-changing world, music education must evolve to meet the needs of today's students. The symposium explores various approaches to teaching music, with an emphasis on incorporating technology and real-world applications.

Professional Food in No Danger

The symposium also features discussions on the importance of incorporating diverse musical traditions into the curriculum, with particular emphasis on the integration of ethnomusicology into the classroom.

Instrumental Music Overemphasized

Despite the increasing popularity of instrumental music, there is a growing recognition of the importance of vocal music in education. The symposium addresses this issue, highlighting the benefits of including both instrumental and vocal music in the curriculum.

Including All Types in Ensemble

The symposium concludes with a panel discussion on the importance of including all types of music in ensemble settings, from traditional genres to contemporary styles. This inclusive approach is crucial for preparing students for a diverse and dynamic music world.

The music of the outdoors

The opening of the National High School Orchestra is a major event in the musical calendar. The symphony orchestra, under the direction of Mr. J. S. Barlow, demonstrates a high level of artistic excellence and technical skill.

Free the Bagpipes

"Will magik has consistently, and for some time, presented the problem of the bagpipe-through-chromatic compass dispensing and expected behavior of the individual notes for each player. This problem has been exacerbated by the increasing use of electronic replacements for the traditional bagpipe.

KELLY M. MORGAN

The symposium participants agree that the bagpipe is a valuable addition to any musical program, offering a unique and rewarding opportunity for students to explore the rich traditions of Scottish music.
From CALIFORNIA to MAINE

Forty thousand school bands and orchestras all over the United States, as well as many other groups throughout the country, have participated in this annual musical tribute to the Golden State. The bands are made up of students from all parts of the state, and the orchestras are drawn from the leading public schools, private schools, and colleges. The purpose of this event is to foster the appreciation of music among students and to encourage the development of musical talents. The performances are held on the West Coast, and the winners are announced at the end of the year. The event is sponsored by the California School Band and Orchestra Association, which promotes the interests of music education in the state.

The Greater Detroit All City High School Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. J. J. White, Director of Orchestras, has been invited to participate in the national competition. The orchestra will be performing a selection from the American composer George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue. The concert will be held at the Michigan State Fairgrounds, Detroit, on May 15th. The orchestra is made up of 100 students from the Greater Detroit area, and it is directed by Mr. J. J. White, who has served as the orchestra's conductor for the past five years. The orchestra has received critical acclaim for its performances, and it is a popular choice among audiences. The concert is sponsored by the Michigan Music Educators Association, which promotes the interest of music education in the state.

Melody for April, 1928

Nordhoff High School Band

The Nordhoff High School Band, under the direction of Mr. J. J. White, Director of Orchestras, is a popular choice among audiences. The band is made up of 100 students from the Greater Detroit area, and it is directed by Mr. J. J. White, who has served as the band's conductor for the past five years. The band has received critical acclaim for its performances, and it is a popular choice among audiences. The concert is sponsored by the Michigan Music Educators Association, which promotes the interest of music education in the state.

Melody for April, 1928

West Virginia All High School Band, Dir.-Glenn B. Shockley, Conductor

The West Virginia All High School Band, under the direction of Mr. J. J. White, Director of Orchestras, is a popular choice among audiences. The band is made up of 100 students from the Greater Detroit area, and it is directed by Mr. J. J. White, who has served as the band's conductor for the past five years. The band has received critical acclaim for its performances, and it is a popular choice among audiences. The concert is sponsored by the Michigan Music Educators Association, which promotes the interest of music education in the state.
Band Progress in Kansas’ Manhattan

Melody for April, 1928

One Breath will Tell Why Your’s Excel

America’s finest bass is a YORK

The amazing uniformity with which York Bases are found in the great symphony orchestras is proof positive that America’s finest bass is a YORK. In symphonic work, nothing less than perfection is accepted. Makers of brass instruments for years have tried and failed to penetrate the secret of the York bass—its tone, its accurate response, its finely conceived balance.

Rich, resonant tone — easy to produce, responsive to your slightest whim

The York bass tone—full, smooth, and rich, offers sure support to the finest band or orchestra. Never has there been a bass more easy to fill, more accurate, more responsive. Difficult passages are mastered almost with baritone flexibility. For symphony, band, or dance orchestra, a York bass is the selection of the player who has tried them all . . . the player who knows and is known!

In the symphony orchestras, in the good bands, in the outstanding dance orchestras, York basses predominate.

From a standpoint of design and balance, as well as musical qualities, York bass leads. You will marvel at the way a York Soundbase seems to be "tailored to it." Upright and bell front models likewise are designed for easy handling. Bases from the House of York share the beautiful wood finish that makes every York instrument the pride of its owner.

Send the Coupon for this Catalog!

The HOUSE OF YORK, Dept. 3225-D, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Please send your best catalog, with price list and names of bands and other institutions using York Basses.

NAME

ADDRESS

INSTRUMENT
Music Supervisors  
Band and Orchestra Instructors

Foundation to Band Playing

By Fred O. Griffen

An Elementary Method for Individual or Class Instruction. (All Parts, Wind and Strings.) Not "just another beginner's system," but an entirely different one.

Contains material for 16 weeks' study, so carefully graded and explained that it will not, so to speak, "stick the band." Each lesson follows consecutively and no lesson is harder than the first, provided each previous lesson has been learned.

Follows an Outline of Each Lesson:

Tuning Diagram with full explanation showing correct note for each instrument to play while tuning.

Introduction

A concise explanation of the author's ideas, so they may be better understood by the teacher, instructor, and student.

Advice to the Student

Valuable advice given to the student for the study of his instrument.

Lesson One: A comprehensive outline of the rudiments of music. So clear a very young student will have no trouble to understand.

Lesson Two: A complete explanation of this lesson and the other lessons are given. To show the natural progression of these lessons and the 16th or last, the first line of music of each is shown.

Whole Notes and Rests

Lesson Three: Introducing Half Notes and Rests.

Lesson Four: Introducing Whole, Half, Dotted Half and Quarter Notes.

Lesson Five: Eighth Notes.

Lesson Six: Sixteenth Notes and Rhythm Studies.

Lesson Seven: Rhythm Studies.

Lesson Eight: Harmonized Exercises and Pieces.

Lesson Fifteen: A concert solo, illustrating the wise combinations to be found in each piece. By comparing this line of music with the first line of lesson 2, printed above, it will be seen how gradually the course progresses from the first to the last lesson.

Whole Notes and Rests

Lesson Nine: Sixteenth Notes and Pieces.

Lesson Ten: Dotted Eighth Notes and Pieces.

Lesson Eleven: Six-Eight Rhythm and Pieces.

Lesson Twelve: Syncopation.

Lesson Thirteen: Lesson in Melody Playing.

Lesson Fourteen: March Time.

Lesson Sixteen: Score Major Studies for Union Practice.

Last Page. A programme suggesting First Concert. Write for a solo or concert trumpet part. (Free)

J. W. Jenkins Sons Music Co.

1015 Walnut Street

Kansan City, Mo.

New York University Summer School

and Instrumental Music

By ALBERT USHER

The third of a series of articles dealing with outstanding institutions in the field of music. The reader will find great interest and significance in the comprehensive program outlined by the University and the association of numbers of high school music faculty in this important educational work.
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Every School
Can Have a Band Like These

OF COURSE you want a band! Supervisors and educators now generally recognize the importance and value of the band in the school. And now there is something you can do about it.

Simply get in touch with Conn. We have a plan which is based on our half-century experience in band organizing, and which assures a successful playing band in your school in a remarkably short time.

An experienced Conn organizer will handle all details. Easy financing plan solves the problem of equipment. A few interested students can start; others quickly catch the spirit.

Conn instruments are famous for easy playing. New easy instruction methods enable beginners to play tunes almost immediately. You can have a complete band, composed of beginners, ready for concert purposes in 10 days from the first rehearsal.

World famous artists have chosen Conn instruments for years, because they embody the finest achievements of the world's largest builder of band and orchestra instruments—perfect in scale, accurate and dependable in mechanism, beautiful in tone.

Supervisors, be sure to visit Conn headquarters at the convention in the Stevens Hotel, Chicago. Valuable information on band organizing and instruments.

FREE TRIAL, Easy Payments
on any Conn Instruments.

Send coupon for free instrument and demonstration of N. A. A. March. Complete information regarding our band organizing plan.

C.G. CONN, Ltd., 141 East Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
You Probably Are a Wonderful Trumpet Player

But you have had embarrassing moments

When you tried for a high note and your instrument did not respond—
When your leader complained that you played out of tune—
When you tired quickly—
Did you ever conceive the idea that the fault might be in your instrument?

Then you should at least try a

**BACH TRUMPET**

Stradivarius Model

The perfect fulfillment of every performer's requirements. Proclaimed by artists of international fame to be the finest they have ever possessed.

**SUPERIOR MATERIALS**
**PRECISION WORKMANSHIP**
**ACCURATE TUNING**
**BRILLIANT TONE**

**BACH CORNET**

Stradivarius Model

The ideal instrument for the soloist. Noted for its playing, mellow tonal quality, very effective for radio and concert work. Tone in on Station WEAF and the Red Network the first Sunday of each month, during the Young People's Conference Hour, between 3:30 and 4:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time, and listen to the cornet solo played by Vincent Bach on a Bach Stradivarius Long Model Cornet.

Write for complete descriptive catalog

Vincent BACH Corp'n
237 East 41st Street, New York City
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Maintaining the Small City Symphony Orchestra

By LLOYD DOAR

The Kalamazo Symphony Orchestra is notable. Obviously, all members of the orchestra are not masters at their instruments. Many of the players have been in the public school orchestras; others are members of local groups who play only professionally. Perhaps one in every five of the orchestra is already professionally trained; two in every five have had some musical instruction. Those orchestra members who have had instruction are a very small minority, and it is quite possible that those who are interested in studying music or who wish to have the opportunity of a well-organized and capable symphony orchestra.

The problem to be solved is really that of maintaining such an organization, and the experience of Kalamazoo, Michigan, as far as it goes, is of great significance and of great encouragement to other cities of similar size and area.

Kalamazoo is a city of about 50,000 people in the state of Michigan, where the symphony orchestra has been in existence for the past 15 years. It is a city that is home of the first symphony orchestra in the state; it is a city that has produced the first organist in the state; it is a city that has had the first orchestra in the state. It is a city that has produced a symphony orchestra, and in this city it is possible to have the opportunity of a well-organized and capable symphony orchestra.

The problem to be solved is really that of maintaining such an organization, and the experience of Kalamazoo, Michigan, as far as it goes, is of great significance and of great encouragement to other cities of similar size and area.
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Music Study Credit in High Schools

The statement was once made by the former principal of a high school in a Boston suburb that "the musically gifted pupil who wishes to pursue music at a serious study almost never completes the high-school course because music has no adequate place in the public high school. He must leave, if he wishes to put into his chosen subject the time and effort that are required for proficiency and success, and so lose the advantage of general high-school training."

This statement, which a few years ago was almost universally true, was conversely proved by a canvas of the students in a New England town of ten thousand inhabitants, which revealed that of the children in the lower grades who dropped their music lessons only one or eight students per cent mentioned their school work as a reason for doing so, whereas sixty-two per cent of those in high school, with little or no training in music, said that they had discontinued music study. A survey of teachers' work was too heavy for them to carry on to the extent described. Unfortunately, we do not know of any studies that will tell us in how many instances high school credit for music is obtained.

The evidence clearly points toward a need for a course of study in high school for musical credit in the music study program. Such a course would be of great value, not only to the pupil who is musically inclined but also to others who would benefit from a knowledge of music. The evidence also indicates the need for a comprehensive program of music education in high schools.

The practice of granting credit for music study has been very limited, as more and more of the prominent educators have come to realize the educational value of music and its importance in the curriculum. It is true that the value of music as a subject of study has been recognized, and that it is given its rightful place in the educational program. However, the effective use of music in the school curriculum has been limited by the lack of adequate facilities and the lack of trained music teachers.

In conclusion, it is evident that music study credit in high schools is necessary for the development of the student and the improvement of the educational program. The benefits of music education are numerous, and the value of such a program cannot be overestimated.
The Prestige of the Pioneer

500,000 Students listen to first Damrosch Music

From "THE NEW YORK EVENING WORLD" February 17

Nearly 500,000 school children in this city listened yesterday morning to the first experimental broadcast of music, of which the New York Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Damrosch, was the subject. The program was broadcast by all the New York Schools, and was heard by an audience of at least 500,000 children. The orchestra was composed of the best musicians in the city, and the program consisted of popular music, such as "The Star-Spangled Banner," "The Battle Hymn of the Republic," and "America the Beautiful." The audience was enthusiastic, and the performance was received with much applause.

We make other kinds of metal clarinets
A PRICE FOR EVERY PURSE
For full information, see your dealer or write us.

Kvoosh Eetz

ADMIST the velleter of our school papers, it is an occasion to note the following paragraph in the New York Times, written by Mr. Fred A. Young, organist of the "American Student" Newspaper, Illinois. His part is not taken in a hurry, and there is a lack of sympathy in his note that is regrettable. It is a pity that he will not accept the suggestions in this investigation for all the facts that are directed at the concert, to the average person would feel pretty well hurt with it, and from the way the song is being played, I am satisfied that Mr. Young's suggestions were generally pointed out directly and carefully.

Beware the Mono-Pods

Mr. Young's defense of the mono-pods is most interesting. The condensation is not of the orator who uses only the left foot on light numbers, but on the organist who uses only the left foot. In the active days of my youth I have gone a step further and for five or ten minutes used both feet. I am glad to say that I am no longer addicted to that habit.

The Cundy Bettony Co.
BOSTON, Mass.
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The PHOTOPLAY ORGANIST and HARMONIST
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Composed by L. C. del CASTELLO
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part, beyond being publishers' propagandists. Admitting that the situation is not yet perfect, still generally most of the clubs put up no publisher, but they publish their own message to their members.
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The DEL CASTILLO THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL of Boston

Offers practical individualized instruction at moderate rates under the direction of DEL CASTILLO, former featured organist of the RIALTO (New York City), the METROPOLITAN (Boston, etc.).

Actual Screen Training with Films and Slides
Modern Theatre Unit Organs Limited Free Practice
Class Lecturing on Style, Jazz, Solos, Cuing, Repertoire, Organ Maintenance, etc.

For further information address the secretary
36-43 State Theatre Building, Boston, Mass.

Spotlight Organists are in Demand

AL. E. GAYLORD, Arranger, Composer
Winner of 1st Prize in the Leading T.长途 Car

I. E. NUNN, Theatre Organist

HENRY FRANCIS PARKS

GEORGE L. COBB

J. D. BARNARD, Theatre Organist

CLARENCE BYRN

ALANSON WELLER

A. M. KERR

The Del CASTILLO THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL

Theatre Training for the Theatre

COMPLETE COURSE for Playing Theatre Organ on a Modern Wurlitzer

SCREEN PRESENTATION

Writen and Information upon request
Washington College of Music
105 W. 84th St., New York, N. Y.

PROFITABLE and PLEASANT

Spare Time Employment

Representing Jaspar's, Orchestra Makers (80.00 per month), Physician Makers (90.00 per year), Musical Instrument Makers Association (60.00 per year), etc.

For information, write or call
WALTER JACOBS, Inc., Boston

MUSIC INDICATOR

For Photographs

Choosing the Best Organist Possible for Your New Organ

THE ORGANIST

SECRETS

THE JACOBS' MUSIC MAGAZINE

116 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

THE JACOBS' ORCHESTRA MONTHLY-CADENZA

July

Subscriptions, $1.00 per year.

What's New in the Theatres

Summer Master Course
June 25 to August 4
Six weeks of intensive training covering every phase of Movie Work, Solo Playing and Novelty Jury. Modern theatre organs to practice on. Reservations being taken. Only a limited number of students accepted.

Director of EMIL VELAZCO

LEW WHITE

Exclusive Smartphone Artist
Chief Organist of the Roxy Theatre

THE WAY TO EXTEND THANKS

to the many organs all over the country who have been quick to respond to the unusual opportunities offered by the White Institute to those Embellisher, organ, projection machine, screen and special theatre courses.
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 Here and There in New York

 BY ALAN WELLS

 DEPITE the hectic February was a busy month for metropic events and shows. Many orchestras, conductors, and soloists ventured forth to various venues around the city, presenting a diverse range of musical performances. One such event took place at the Electric Theatre, located on 8th Avenue and 32nd Street. The orchestra, led by maestro Jules Brulatour, showcased a variety of classical and contemporary compositions, captivating the audience with their virtuosity and talent.

The concert featured a range of works, including Beethoven's Symphony No. 5, Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 21, and Debussy's La Mer. The performance was met with enthusiastic applause from the audience, who were mesmerized by the musicians' precision and passion.

Attendees at the concert described the experience as both thrilling and rewarding. One listener commented, "The musicians' chemistry was evident in every note they played, and the orchestra's performance was truly a feast for the ears." Another remarked, "The Debussy's La Mer was particularly captivating, with its vivid and immersive soundscapes that transported us to the ocean's depths." The event was a testament to the power of music in bringing people together and creating unforgettable moments.
The United States Navy Band

BY IRINE JUNO

WHEN we made our first trip together to begin a new life, I remembered how much we had to learn about the ways of the world. After all, we had been born and raised in the same small town, and we had been content with our simple lives. But the Navy had a way of changing things, of challenging us to grow and adapt.

The band is a family, and we all work together to create something beautiful and inspiring for those who come to our concerts. Our musicians are dedicated and passionate, and we are always striving to improve our performance.

The band is made up of skilled and experienced musicians who are dedicated to their craft. We rehearse every day, practicing our parts and working on our coordination and musicianship. The result is a cohesive and powerful ensemble that can deliver an unforgettable performance.

Our concerts are held in various venues, from the grand halls of the nation's capital to the intimate settings of local communities. We perform for a diverse audience, ranging from children to adults, and we are always striving to connect with our listeners.

The Navy Band is more than just a musical group; it is a community of artists who are dedicated to their craft and to serving our country. We are proud to be a part of this rich and storied tradition, and we are committed to continuing the legacy of excellence that has made the Navy Band a beloved institution.

Yours truly,

Irène Juno

March 8, 1957

Irene's Washington Letter

IDEALS get into manufacturing the same as in other human activity. And it is right that they should. For instance, the YORK IDEAL is NOT to build more Instruments, but rather to build BETTER Instruments.

This ideal, indeed, is the reason why YORK Instruments is not so common as some other makes. You can immediately think of a dozen or more piano manufacturers who make more pianos than Steinway — and yet, when the last word in piano quality is wanted, Steinway is the choice.

Steinway Ideals have brought about that condition.

Likewise, when super-quality is wanted in a band instrument, the YORK Instrument is the instrument. In the YORK factory, highly skilled human labor is given preference to high-pressure, machine production methods — and the inevitable result is a BETTER Instrument.

York Band Instrument Co.

Makers OF GOOD BAND INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1917

Granada, Michigan

YORK IDEALS

1. To give the best service to all. No satisfaction for us until our customers are thoroughly satisfied. We will do our utmost to make each instrument perfect in every respect. When we sell an instrument, we want the customer to have confidence in its quality.

2. To build each instrument to a high standard of excellence. We do not cut corners in the construction of our instruments. Every detail is given the most careful attention, and each instrument is thoroughly tested before it is shipped.

3. To provide the best warranty possible. We are confident in the quality of our instruments, and we offer a full warranty on all products. If any part of the instrument fails within the warranty period, we will repair or replace it at no cost to the customer.

4. To price our instruments fairly. We strive to offer the best value possible for the price, and we continually review our pricing to ensure that our customers receive the best possible value.

5. To provide the best customer service possible. We are committed to providing excellent customer service, and we are always available to answer any questions or concerns.

6. To build each instrument with pride. We take pride in our work, and we are committed to building each instrument with the same care and attention to detail.

7. To build each instrument with the finest materials. We use only the finest materials in the construction of our instruments, and we continually review our suppliers to ensure that we are using the highest quality materials.

8. To build each instrument with the finest craftsmanship. We are dedicated to providing each customer with the finest instrument possible, and we continually review our manufacturing processes to ensure that we are using the best possible techniques.

9. To build each instrument with the finest workmanship. We are committed to providing each customer with the finest workmanship possible, and we continually review our quality control procedures to ensure that we are delivering the highest quality instruments.

10. To build each instrument with the finest design. We are committed to providing each customer with the finest design possible, and we continually review our design processes to ensure that we are delivering the highest quality designs.

In summary, the YORK IDEALS are based on a commitment to excellence in all aspects of our business. We are committed to providing the best possible product and service to our customers, and we believe that this commitment is the reason why YORK Instruments is the choice for the finest musicians around the world.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

President, York Band Instrument Co.
**Jacobs’ Loose Leaf Collection of STANDARD MARCHES for Orchestra**

**Volume I**
1. **March of the States** (G. F. Handel)
2. **American March** (Lee Hoiby)
3. **March of the President** (Lee Hoiby)
4. **March of the Guard** (Lee Hoiby)
5. **March of the Statesman** (Lee Hoiby)
6. **March of the Infantry** (Lee Hoiby)
7. **March of the Cavalry** (Lee Hoiby)
8. **March of the Engineers** (Lee Hoiby)
9. **March of the Artillery** (Lee Hoiby)
10. **March of the Marines** (Lee Hoiby)
11. **March of the Navy** (Lee Hoiby)
12. **March of the Air Force** (Lee Hoiby)

**Volume II**
1. **National Emblem** (G. F. Handel)
2. **National March** (Lee Hoiby)
3. **National Anthem** (Lee Hoiby)
4. **National Song** (Lee Hoiby)
5. **National Hymn** (Lee Hoiby)
6. **National Ode** (Lee Hoiby)
7. **National Dirge** (Lee Hoiby)
8. **National Processional** (Lee Hoiby)
9. **National Funeral** (Lee Hoiby)
10. **National Service** (Lee Hoiby)

**Volume III**
1. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
2. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
3. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
4. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
5. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
6. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
7. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)
8. **Nationally, Volks** (Lee Hoiby)

**Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston, Mass.**

**Music Printers**
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**Three Sketches from Old Mexico**

- by Edward B. Tillinghast, Jr.
Love's First Kiss

By Lew Porter


International Copyright Secured. Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved.

When your lips met mine love was awakened, As I held you gently I will never forget our meeting. When I looked into your eyes in my arms, To have you ahd to hold, just
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Cubistic Rag

Allegro

Chorus

Come, come, dear it is dawn, Come,

Come, new love is born, Thru nights

flick-er-ing shad-ows I held you close to my

Copyright MCMXVII by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston
International Copyright Secured
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Including Public Performance for Profit
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Castilian Beauty
SPANISH SERENADE

Copyright 1911 by Maurice Ravel

heart, (dreaming) Dear, dear, as years go by,

Life will be filled with bliss. And we will

cherish fond memories forever. In Loves First

Kiss. Kiss.

MELODY
Melody for April, 1926

BITS FROM BOSTON

You Can Get it in Boston

On Sunday evening, February 10th, Leo Reisman and an expanded orchestra presented a program at Symphony Hall which was especially organized for the introduction of the March. Mr. Reisman for a number of years has directed the orchestra in the Egyptian Room of the Hotel Ritz Carlton and has made such notable innovations for himself, not only among divisons of the genre, but with processes and mechanisms which ordinarily lie in a more confined compass. He is located in an area where the inherent classicism of symphonic music is the norm, but in the United States as well, and he is at this point in the world.

One of his assistants, the resonant Baritone, is Charles Martin, and those who have not heard him, can do no better than to hear him in the coming New York Symphony Hall. The program includes a new, symphonic work by the New York Symphony Orchestra, written by Mr. Reisman and his assistant.

Piano and Melody by Alfred Hill

TWO NEW BOOKS

Harmony and Melody

by Thomas Tapper

First Year Music History

by Thomas Tapper

10TH EDITION

"THOMPSONS"

Piano and Orchestral Glee Book

Edited by George Thompson

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO.

New York

GOLD AND SILVER PLATED

Alfred L. Fischer Co.

Alfred L. Fischer Co.

JAN. 15TH, 1926

"THREE STAR" STRUMPETS

THE BOSTON MEDICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

BILLY-BAT CLARINET

THE CUNDY-BETTONY CO.

Boston, Mass.
Melody for April, 1928

CHICAGO

HENRY FRANCIS PARKS

Henry Francis Parks
Chicageo Representative
2530 N. Clark St., Chicago

Piedel Clarinet
A Splendid Clarinet

Piedel Clarinets are depend- able for tone, tune, beauty and endurance. In every respect they are superior to those formerly made by other makers and are far superior to any other Clarinet on the market.

The North Star of the business, because of its construction, lightness and characteristics, has long been a favorite with the player, as well as the instrument maker. The North Star is the type for the present. The North Star of the clarinet music is considered in every respect a fine instrument, and the Piedel Silver Clarinet now put on the market has been so improved and brought to such a state of perfection that it is impossible to tell whether it is a new instrument or not.

Melody for April, 1928

The Piedel Clarinet is the best clarinet ever produced— the best that money can buy.

The Piedel Silver Clarinet has that purity of tone which will immediately appeal to the professional musician. A feat of the mechanism will convince nothing has been left undone to make the Piedel Silver Clarinet the finest instrument available.

And Piedel Silver Clarinets are moderate in price! They are within the means of every musician—professional or amateur. Whether you are playing in an orchestra or school band, your Piedel Silver Clarinet will be an important feminine influence.

See your dealer today! Ask him to let you try the Piedel Silver Clarinet. Have him tell you how you may purchase this instrument on easy terms without payment.

HARRY PEDLER & CO.

ELKHART, INDIANA

PEDLER Quality

Perfect Intonation
Splendid balance: light, smooth, positive; hard tempered slides.

Supplied in High or Low Pitch
Brass $55 Silver $65 Silver, for Plastic and Organs.

There’s a revolution taking place in the manufacturing of the band instruments—and the price of this amazing U. S. A. trombone is one of the first fruits. Its splendid rich tone, true intervals and easy playing qualities are equal in every way to the standard makes usually selling for nearly twice as much. In finish, workmanship and design this trombone will compare with any instrument you ever had trained.

Ask your dealer to show you this new trombone for yourself. Play thoroughly out your favorite passages—and how it responds to your highest breath! Buy without delay—time it takes all you can give! Many outstanding dealers already are showing this model. Your dealer will gladly get one, if you ask him.

Real opportunity for all dealers

If circumstances with a strong band, and you want to supply your band with an instrument which will bring you the highest appreciation, this is the one for you. Write today for our full catalogue. U. S. A. Instruments is the only firm manufacturing trombones and made in the United States.

THE B. F. WOOD MUSICO CO.

Are the Appointed SOLE AGENTS for Great Britain, Ireland and Colonies (Australia and Canada excepted)

WALTER JACOBS, Inc.

of Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA AND BAND MUSIC

JACOBS’ CONCERT BAND AND TITANS BAND ALBUMS

JACOBS’ PIANO ALBUMS (79 Numbers) for Cinemas, Players and Organists

JACOBS’ ALBUM OF MASTER CLASSICS

For all Orchestral and Band Instruments. (Priced in Co-operation with the American Federation of Musical Instruments and the American Band Manufacturer’s Institute.)

The Drummer

Conducted by
George L. Stone

The two chief sources of information regarding music of the past are China and Greece. Truthful, coherent facts about the early history of the drum are few and far between. Only a small percentage of the instruments are preserved to us today in their original forms, after having been modified by the development of music through the centuries. The instruments we see today are in many cases different from the ones we see in pictures and illustrations.

The drums of ancient China were usually of the type known as the "tang." These drums were made of various sizes and shapes, and were often decorated with motifs representing animals and symbols of good luck. The most common type of drum was the "tang-tang," which was used in religious ceremonies and festivals.

In ancient Greece, the most common type of drum was the "bass drum," which was used in military parades and games. The "tambourine," a small drum with a single head, was also popular in Greek music.

Despite the differences in drum designs between China and Greece, both cultures valued the instrument for its ability to enhance music and dancing. The drums were often played in pairs, with one player beating the drums in time with the music and the other player manipulating the drums in complex rhythms.

The influence of Chinese and Greek drumming on modern drumming can be seen in the use of multiple drums and the incorporation of rhythm and melody into drumming performances. Today, the drum continues to be a powerful instrument in many cultures around the world.
The Saxophonist

CONDUCTED BY

W. A. ERNST

The Saxophonist's Tune "C" is for Tune, Tenor, and Tuba. Tune and Tuba are the most important for the band, but all instruments are necessary, for the melody and harmony must be heard. Technically, the saxophone is a reed instrument, but it has been used in many orchestras and bands, both for its melody and its characteristic tone. Some of the most famous saxophonists include Charlie Parker, John Coltrane, and Miles Davis.

In recent years, the saxophone has become increasingly popular in pop and rock music, especially in the hands of jazz and R&B musicians. Many modern saxophonists are known for their innovative techniques and creative improvisation, and are often featured as soloists in their own right. The saxophone has a rich history and continues to evolve, with new sounds and styles being introduced constantly.
Improvising and “Filling In”

A series of practical exercises for players of wind and string instruments
By A. J. Weidt

The use of the Arpeggio

In the song chorus below attached there is given a further demonstration of the use of the arpeggio, also there is shown the use of the sixth and fifth notes of the scale (indicated by the letters t and t), the notes which indicate the series, and the small notes that follow the series. The harmony is indicated by the letters below the series. The notes of the small notes are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the fourth position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the third position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the second position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above.

Still Further Concerning the Use of the Arpeggio

The notes of the song chorus indicated above are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the fourth position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the third position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the second position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above. The series in the first position and the second series in the consecutive series are indicated by the letters d. The notes that follow the series are the same as those of the song chorus indicated above.

To Develop a Superior Clarinet Technique

Original Technical Studies for the Boehm System Clarinet

By Adolph Eichhorn

Price: $1.25 net (including chart)

A series of scale and position studies in all keys, tutti studies and interesting exercises. Mastery of this book will enable the clarinetist to meet any technical requirement.

Seven-year-old pages of masterly lesson material. Equally valuable to the advanced player for interesting daily practice.

Performance by WALTER JACOBS, INC.

Boston, Mass.

The Clarinetist

Completed by RUDOLPH TOLL

Boston, Mass.
This is perfectly all right if you like the idea and get the results desired, but I do not think it is very much. I do think that, with the proper instruction, that this is not an entirely insurmountable problem, and that with practice, the trouble can be eliminated.

Close and Open Fingings

I wish to ask you about closed and open fingings — what is meant by a closed finging or an open finging? Is the close finging more suitable for slow passages? Or the open finging, for faster passages? What finger would you advise for a small orchestra consisting of violins, double, violas, trombones and piano? — A. J. W.

A close finging is one in which the space between the thumb and index finger is narrow; and an open finging is one where the thumb and指数 finger are far apart. This is the opening view of the view you are asking for, as far as the piano is concerned. For general playing, one, one, or both, or all, is used. In the French method, there is no use of the thumb and index finger at all.

From High to Low Pitch

One high pitch is certainly not to be desired to be played on the violin. It is impossible to change a high pitch directly to a low pitch. The difference is too great, and would be quite a strain on the instrument. However, if you need to set a higher or lower tone, I suggest that you use the thumb and index finger, and you will have the effect on the violin.

New Zealand Notes

This is perfectly all right if you like the idea and get the results desired, but I do not think it is very much. I do think that, with the proper instruction, that this is not an entirely insurmountable problem, and that with practice, the trouble can be eliminated.

School Band and Orchestra Contests

Belows are given a list of the State School Band and Orchestra Contest, where they are to be held and the names of those in charge. Anyone interested may write to the person listed to get a set of orchestras. Where no dates are given the time is generally to be late in April or early in May.

State School Band Contests

State School Band Contests

STATE SCHOOL BAND CONTESTS

Northern California:

- Yolo County:
  - Davis, R. H., Davis High School, Davis, Calif.

- Sonoma County:
  - Santa Rosa, C. D., Santa Rosa High School, Santa Rosa, Calif.

- Alameda County:
  - Oakland, H. H., Oakland High School, Oakland, Calif.

- Contra Costa County:
  - Richmond, E. N., Richmond High School, Richmond, Calif.

- Napa County:

- Sonoma County:
  - Santa Rosa, C. D., Santa Rosa High School, Santa Rosa, Calif.

- Solano County:
  - Vacaville, N. E., Vacaville High School, Vacaville, Calif.

- Marin County:
  - San Rafael, B. P., San Rafael High School, San Rafael, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.

- Los Angeles County:
  - Los Angeles, T. G., Los Angeles High School, Los Angeles, Calif.

- San Diego County:
  - San Diego, W. F., San Diego High School, San Diego, Calif.

- Orange County:
  - Santa Ana, H. B., Santa Ana High School, Santa Ana, Calif.

- Riverside County:
  - Riverside, L. A., Riverside High School, Riverside, Calif.

- San Bernardino County:
  - San Bernardino, A. H., San Bernardino High School, San Bernardino, Calif.

- Imperial County:
  - El Centro, G. A., El Centro High School, El Centro, Calif.

- Kern County:
  - Bakersfield, J. B., Bakersfield High School, Bakersfield, Calif.

- Santa Barbara County:
  - Santa Barbara, F. P., Santa Barbara High School, Santa Barbara, Calif.
THE TRUMPET PLAYER
Conducted by VINCENzo BACH

Perfect Tuning Not Possible

Is it possible to build a tone instrument to perfect pitch?

It is impossible for any musical instrument to be built absolutely perfect in tune. If you have ever studied music or the theory of music, you will know that the musical scale is not perfect. When one-manufacturers have succeeded in building instruments in which all the notes are quite perfect in tone. The violin, however, has been able to be adjusted by elastic tuning. When the violin maker has succeeded in building the violin, it does not mean that the violin maker can build a perfect tone instrument. When a manufacturer makes his instrument is perfect tone, it is understood that the sum of all the notes is a perfect tone, but is not necessarily so. For example, in a trombone, the valves will work perfectly again. Occasionally, some questions whether it is not possible to go too far in this direction. If an automobile were ever to go to the limit of the speed at which it could go with a good engine, it would not make it go very good service.

Brass Players—ATTENTION
Your song or composition arranged for Piano, (up to 4 pages), copyright, and 100 printed copies for $2.00, net. Send 10c for sample.

J. CLARK'S Trombone Method

EDWARD M. CLARK

The Development of the Trumpet

By ED. KRUSPE

The Symphonic Trumpet

These are the GENUINE—THE ORIGINAL KREUSE French Horns. Enormous demands of the horns are daily made for the most perfect of all the horn manufactories of Europe and America. You can see it both at our showrooms. You can see them not only in the showrooms, but in the halls and the lobbies of the concert halls. They are the horns that the greatest artists of the world use. They are the horns that the greatest orchestras of the world use. They are the horns that the greatest composers of the world use. They are the horns that the greatest conductors of the world use. They are the horns that the greatest audiences of the world use.

Montreal Musical News

By Charles Mackay

THE fact that Mr. Thomas Maguire passed away a month or so ago will be regretted by all. Not only was Mr. Maguire a man of culture and refinement, but a man of culture and refinement. He left to the world a legacy of talent, but that talent was of the highest order. He was a man of great ability and refinement. He was a man of great ability and refinement. He was a man of great ability and refinement.

REAL BAND MUSIC—novelty music in point of melody, compositional and orchestration skills complete in instrumentation, orchestral, piano, and other musical forms. The best in the world. The best in the world. The best in the world. The best in the world. The best in the world.

For YOUNG BANDS

The Walter Jacobs Select Repertoire for Young Bands

The Walter Jacobs

FOR YOUNG BANDS

CENTRAL HALL Band

The Central Hall Band and a sister-organization of similar character are under the direction of Mr. T. B. Jacobs, an acknowledged authority on the subject. The band is a model of excellence, and will be the envy of all who visit the Central Hall. The band is a model of excellence, and will be the envy of all who visit the Central Hall.

The Tenor Banjost The Tenor Banjost  

CONDUCTED BY A. J. WEIDT

SYNCHRONIZING SUSTAINED TONES

I greatly enjoyed playing your "Penduline Melodist," and wish a professional tenor banjo-friend of mine to try one. I notice that when played on the fiddle, it tends to a syncopated style which I thought was more effective than the straight rhythm.

A. J. WEIDT, Bingham, N.Y.

FRETTED INSTRUMENT NOTES

For the first of each two tied notes is named, while the last is not. This has been played with as much accuracy as possible. Quarter notes between tied eights are assumed to be quarter notes. The tied notes are usually played with the first and second fingers of both hands. This is not necessarily true, but it is usual practice.

Important

The first six of each of the tied notes is named, while the last is not. This has been played with as much accuracy as possible. Quarter notes between tied eights are assumed to be quarter notes. The tied notes are usually played with the first and second fingers of both hands. This is not necessarily true, but it is usual practice.

FRETTED INSTRUMENT NOTES

The first six of each of the tied notes is named, while the last is not. This has been played with as much accuracy as possible. Quarter notes between tied eights are assumed to be quarter notes. The tied notes are usually played with the first and second fingers of both hands. This is not necessarily true, but it is usual practice.

FRETTED INSTRUMENT NOTES

The first six of each of the tied notes is named, while the last is not. This has been played with as much accuracy as possible. Quarter notes between tied eights are assumed to be quarter notes. The tied notes are usually played with the first and second fingers of both hands. This is not necessarily true, but it is usual practice.
From California to Maine

From California to Maine, 1928: A story of a student bands as the Holy Cross College Band of Derry, recently making an extended trip to Maine.

Nadle, June 29. — The Vermont State Music Teachers' Association, (President, Miss. Elmer, president), will hold its annual convention at Montpelier, in conjunction with the State Teachers' Educational Association from April 3 to April 10, 1929, with various events and seminars scheduled. At this conference, it is expected that several important matters will be discussed, including the future directions of the State's music education.

HOLY CROSS BAND IN D. C. FORMATION

Kington, N.C. — Mr. James M. McWhorter, although physically and vocally untrained, is a very active in the organization of bands in this district, having been bandmaster of the State Band at Derry, and having trained several bands here at our time. The principal elements in these bands are: bandmaster, a conductor, and several assistants required for the future action of such the music of these bands.

For BAND AND ORCHESTRA (ORCHESTRA) SQUARES FOURTH March

The University of Dayton Flyers March 3rd, 1929. — The University of Dayton Flyers March is a popular annual event for students and alumni.

Virtuoso Music School

Music TRADE NEWS

Devoted exclusively to the interests of those who buy and sell sheet music, musical equipment, merchandise, and books.

LIVE - NEWSY - INSTRUCTIVE

Keeps you in touch with all that's new in music - band and orchestra literature.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

SUBSCRIPTION ELIM A YEAR

MUSIC TRADE NEWS :: :: 1674 Broadway, New York City
UNIFORMS
It is made by
The Henderson-Ames Co.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
There Is Real Value in Every Uniform
Send for Catalog and Clerk Supply

Henderson Uniforms
If your band has distinctive, choice and authoritative Uniforms of a high standard of quality, materials and workmanship, we have the necessary information on the proper style Uniforms.

WALTER JACOBS, INC.
BOSTON

UNIFORMS
produced by ELLIS have satisfied Baston and Draper for almost three-quarters of a century. Twenty-five years ago we were told that we also please you with the eight qualities at lower prices.

GEORGE EVANS & COMPANY

"LOOK OUR WAY"

NEW BAND MUSIC
Catalogue
BAND MUSIC
EMIL ASCHER, Inc.
New York, N. Y.

JACOBS ALBUM OF MASTER CLASSICS
for ORCHESTRA AND BAND
Complete for Either Ensemble — Playable in Combination

Instrumentation

1. Wind
2. French Horn
3. Trombone
4. Baritone
5. Bassoon
6. Bassoon
7. Piccolo
8. Violin
9. Viola
10. Cello
11. Double Bass
12. Harp
13. Piano
14. Organ
15. Drums
16. Vibraphone
17. Timpani

Published in Thirty-Eight (38) Separate Books
Arrangements by R. E. HILDEKRAY
CONTENTS
1. Marches (March Pastials)
2. Moodies in F
3. Waltzes in A
4. Polkas in E
5. Overtures in A
6. Rhapsodies in A
7. Marches in F
8. Quicksteps in A
9. Quicksteps in F
10. Marches in A
11. Marches in F
12. Quicksteps in F
13. Marches in C
14. Marches in G
15. Marches in D
16. Marches in E
17. Marches in B
18. Marches in B
19. Marches in C
20. Quicksteps in G
21. Marches in E
22. Marches in D
23. Marches in B
24. Marches in G
25. Marches in A
26. Marches in C
27. Marches in B
28. Marches in E
29. Marches in F
30. Marches in A
31. Marches in F
32. Marches in G
33. Marches in B
34. Marches in E
35. Marches in D
36. Marches in C
37. Marches in B
38. Marches in A

Prices (Per Copy)
5c Piano Acc., $1.00 net.

All Other Books, Each, 5c net
Solo Books: No. ALTO BASS, 5c net; NO. CORNET, 5c net
PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT, 1.00 net

NOTE: The 38 books marked with * are exclusively for Salty reprises.

Published by
ELLIS MUSIC CORP., 3841 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. Distributed by

Printed in U.S.A.
What I Like in New Music by LLOYD G. DEL CASTILLO

What I like in new music this month happens to be considerable. There are outstanding orchestral compositions by Delius, a new work by Stravinsky, and a new quartet by Mozart, among others. These works are all new, and I have not had the opportunity to hear them, but I am looking forward to doing so as soon as possible.

The works I like in new music this month are:

1. "In Memoriam: A Death" by Delius.
   - Delius, a new work for orchestra, is a sorrowful and beautiful piece, full of pathos and lyricism. It is a masterpiece of orchestration and composition, and I am looking forward to hearing it.

2. "The Rite of Spring" by Stravinsky.
   - Stravinsky, a new work for orchestra, is a powerful and dramatic piece, full of energy and excitement. It is a masterpiece of orchestration and composition, and I am looking forward to hearing it.

3. "Kodaly's String Quartet" by Mozart.
   - Mozart, a new quartet for strings, is a masterful piece, full of grace and beauty. It is a masterpiece of composition, and I am looking forward to hearing it.

I am looking forward to hearing these works as soon as possible, and I am sure that they will be excellent.

The Boston Music Company Popular Concert Library

The Boston Music Company Popular Concert Library is proud to present the following concerts:

- "A Few Suggestions" by牢记使命
- "The Round-Up" by牢记使命

The Boston Music Company Popular Concert Library is located at 118 Boylston Street in Boston, Massachusetts.

On a Moonlight Night in Dreamland

On a Moonlight Night in Dreamland is a song by Henry Ward, with music by John Ireland.

The song is about a moonlit night, with the moon shining brightly in the sky. The singer is lost in thought, contemplating the beauty of the night. The song is slow and sentimental, with a gentle melody and a sweet, lilting rhythm.

The song is performed by John Ireland, with a full orchestra accompaniment. The orchestra is under the direction of Henry Ward, and the song is recorded on the Boston Music Company Popular Concert Library.

The song is available for purchase on CD or download from the Boston Music Company Popular Concert Library.
Six Superior Suites

DEMENTIA AMERICANA

A Super-Syncope Suite by GEORGE L. COBB
1. Statice and Code 4. Owl in the Organ
2. Hop House Blues 5. Savannah Sunset
3. For Mixtures of Spaniel colors, in the endowment of the artist of the American Standard.

A NIGHT IN INDIA

By GEORGE L. COBB
1. Twilight in Benares 4. Lyre in the Temple of Siva
2. 5. Songs of the Brahman
3. Dance of the Flower Girls 6. In the Village

Prints of Original Music by the Author, published by M. F. P. COBB.

Three Sketches from Old Mexico

By Frank L. Emerson
1. Toy Town Tales
2. The Tin Soldiers
3. Dance of the Dolls
4. Jack in the Box
5. The Wooden Horse

TOY TOWN TALES

By Frank K. Emerson
1. The Meeting
2. The General
3. The Broken Heart
4. The Saprobic
5. The Magpie

For dramatic purposes the above schemes may be adapted by the author, who may be addressed by letter, in care of the author.

LOVE SCENES

By L. C. Brandt
1. Love in the Woods
2. Love in the Field
3. Love in the Temple
4. Love in the Moonlight

For dramatic purposes the above schemes may be adapted by the author, who may be addressed by letter, in care of the author.

A LOVE EPILOGUE IN BIRDSEYE

By Lewis Brandt
1. The Cannibal Hawk
2. The Great Eagle
3. The Vulture
4. The Owl
5. The Crow

For dramatic purposes the above schemes may be adapted by the author, who may be addressed by letter, in care of the author.

Three Suite com
50% Net

WALTER JACOBS, Inc.
BOSTON, MASS.

Take Agents for British Isles and Colonies (Canada and Australia) excepted.
38 E. WOOD MUSICAL CO., 117 New St., Oxford St., London, W. I.

A Fascinating and Original Composition for THEATRE AND CONCERT ORCHESTRAS

"A Canadian Adaptation of the Dance with the Devil and an Engaging Quality of 'Christmas.'"

Musical America

ARRANGEMENTS
Violin and Piano 1.80
Violin and Cello 1.80
String Orchestra and Piano 3.80
Small Orchestras and Piano 1.80
Also for Symphony Orchestras

J. FISCHER & BRO.
133 West 46th Street
New York City

GORDON'S LOOSE LEAF MUSIC BRITISH LIBRARY

Gordon's Motion Picture Collection

By HOWARD L. WAI

Copyright, 1923, by J. Fischer & Bro.

Copyright, 1923, by J. Fischer & Bro.

HAMILTON S. GORDON
122 East 72nd St.
New York, N.Y.

LIPSCHITZ AND SON

Landor Attractive

The combined efforts of all publishers in our catalogue is
Motion Picture Music
Popular Dance Music
Violins
Strings
Requiring no written music
G. LIPSKIN & SON MUSIC HOUSE
220 West 39th Street, New York City

Dance "HITS"
"Way Back When"

By HOWARD L. WAI
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"I'm Still in Love With You"
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You Can Take It or Leave It

The Annotated Guide to Musical Instruments

BY ALFRED H. STEINBERG

Recent Developments

In a letter to the American Musical Instrument Society, the noted instrument collector and historian, Mr. Alfred H. Steinberg, has written:

"The latest development in the field of musical instruments is the so-called "automaton," which has been the subject of much speculation and discussion among musicologists and instrument collectors. This instrument, which is capable of playing entire compositions without human intervention, has revolutionized the field of musical education and has opened up new possibilities for the study of music history and theory. The automaton has been used in various educational institutions, and its potential for enhancing the teaching of music is enormous."
Let's Get Acquainted

The Oboette
A Stepping Stone to the Oboe

In effect, an elementary oboe, which, because of its simple mechanism and low price, affords the student of the oboe problem a good place to begin. A good place to begin, but not the beginning of orchestral and band organizing.

Although intended as a stepping stone to the full-size model, the Oboette is a complete musical instrument which was designed as an introduction to the fundamentals of sound development in the oboe family. The complete learning and playing record is built into the instrument, and the beginner is enabled to acquire a basic command of the instrument.

Instruction Method

By Franko Frechak

This method is illustrated and written in clear, concise, easily readable form. The student is taught step by step how to play the oboe, how to care for it, and how to practice it.

HERE is pictured an organization unique from the fact that it is the first and, in fact, only example of its kind. The Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra is a combination of the Metropolitan life and the Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra.

The first concert was given on January 28th, 1928, with Frieda Franchetti, the famous Metropolitan Opera Company. The orchestra was made up of a large group of skilled and experienced players. The program consisted of a selection of symphonic music, and was conducted by the conductor of the Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra.

The orchestra received a great deal of attention, and was well received by the audience. The first concert was a great success, and the orchestra continued to perform regularly, with many successful concerts. Frieda Franchetti continued as the conductor of the orchestra, and the group continued to grow in popularity.

Considering Both Quality and Price

The Walter Jacobs “200 Light Classics” for orchestra are unequalled in America for their adaptability to the needs of the Motion Picture Theatre. Many hundreds of thousands of orchestrations have been acquired in this country, and have voluntarily expressed their surprise and gratitude to find such good music at such ridiculously low prices.

If you are not acquainted with the merit and variety of these orchestrations, order a few orchestrations today. Play them, then if you don’t agree that they are just what we say, send ‘em back and we will refund. What could be fairer?

Here are twenty of the two hundred

You will make no mistake

By ordering from the list on this page. Of course, if you are independent and have no time to study, you will ask for them. With the same stamp and asker you can order one or two orchestrations. Be thrifty!

For the orchestra is supported by the players themselves, and the name of an orchestra membership will not only assure you that the orchestra will flourish, but will assure you that the orchestra will flourish. Scan the titles; the names and sub-titles are for the most part accurately descriptive of the compositions, and you need not worry about the material of our arrangements. You can therefore select several titles to fit your immediate needs—or you can safely order the entire twenty.

The list at the right gives more of the “two hundred.”

WALTER JACOBS, Inc.
120 Boylston St., Boston
Band and Orchestra Progress

We have never before in the history of music found band and orchestra music so widely appreciated. Never before has it been so widely advertised and never before has it held such an important place in the educational system of our country. Band and orchestra instruction in the public schools has made a decided advance. Credits are given pupils for music studies, and schools, conservatories and individual instructors are turning out hundreds of instrumentalists. From these foundations proceed other activities, all helping the progress of bands and orchestras.

These new conditions are being met by the leading manufacturers. While it is impossible to build a foundation over night to meet these new rising conditions, those who have built up a business structure through many years of experience, based on the principles of high quality are depended upon to form the backbone of this progress of bands and orchestras. The VEGA Company has for nearly a half-century been one of the leading manufacturers of band and orchestra instruments that have the distinction of being the artist's choice. These world renowned VEGA instruments have won the admiration and esteem of leading musicians. They represent the highest grade attainable in construction and tonal qualities. In every detail they have artistic beauty and sturdiness — the greatest attainment in appearance and tone.

Trumpets, Trombones, Cornets, Mellophones, Altos, Baritones, Basses, Sousaphones, Saxophones, Clarinets, Banjos, Guitars, Violins, and even accessories — all bear the VEGA symbol of quality.

In this Issue

In this issue:
- In a Flat Minor
- The Lion and The Lamb ROUND TWO
- Reuse or Compact?
- What I Like In New Music
- And, of course, all the regular features.

MOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI

The VEGA Co.

157 Columbus Avenue
BOSTON, MASS.